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Abstract
We report a novel type of Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles prepared on solvothermal route nanoparticles at
different concentrations (2%,4%,6%, and 8%) and used Mg-ZnO as photoanode for dye-sensitized solar
cells (DSSC) fabrication. DSSC using Mg-doped ZnO as a semiconductor material and natural dyes
Terminalia cattappa as sensitizer were successfully produced. The structural, optical spectra of Mg-ZnO
nanopowder were studied using XRD, FESEM-EDX, TEM, SAED patterns, and UV-Visible Spectra, Fourier
Transform Infrared (FT-IR). The XRD results show that the crystal size also increases by increasing the
dopant concentration of the Mg-doped ZnO sample. The optical spectra show the absorption of the
samples increases with the increases of concentration using the UV-Visible analysis and the bandgap
energy is calculated by Tauc plot. Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles prepared at different concentrations were
used for the fabrication of DSSC. Furthermore, from the J-V graph, 8% concentration is more effective
than other concentrations.

1. Introduction
One of the most important challenges in the minds of global researchers is energy storage, production,
and recycling. There are many types of energy storage. One of the most important and in high demand is
electricity production. Many types of solar cells have been manufactured before 1991 to generate this
electricity. These include crystalline silicon solar cells, thin-�lm solar cells, and dye-sensitive solar cells.
The third generation of solar cells is solar cell dye-sensitive solar cells. And Most researchers are heavily
developing this third solar cell because this type of battery easily attracts researchers due to its low cost,
high performance, and simple production[1]. There are �ve main materials used to make DSSC: a �uorine-
topped Tin Oxide (FTO) layer, a noncrystalline wide band cap metal oxide semiconductor, working
electrode, dyes, and electrolyte, and an opposite electrode [2]. FTO glass is often used for DSSC because
of its low hardness, high-quality glass substrate properties such as electrical conductivity and optical
transparency [3]. Next, the physical properties of ZnO nanoparticles with broadband semiconductors such
as 3.37eV wide band gap energy, the higher binding energy of 60meV, good transparency, high electron
mobility, and a wide variety of applications making them more widely used than TiO2 metal oxide [4].
Also, they have numerous applications in solar cells [5], optical and luminescent devices, electrical and
acoustic devices, chemical sensors, catalysis, electronics[6], gas sensor devices, opto electronics,
transducers, and biomedical [7-9].

The researchers adopted a number of techniques for growing ZnO NPs, including the Co-precipitation
method, hydrothermal method, Sol-gel method, and Solvothermal method. Among these solvothermal
methods have attracted more attention due to their slow reaction time, small particle size, and high purity
of the sample [10]. In the development process of semiconductor materials, the intentional doping of an
impurity in the target lattice was used as an e�cient and powerful technology for adapting their
electronic structures or introducing new features in traditional materials. Many research groups have
examined the synthesis of ZnO NPs doped with impurities and found that a small number of dopants do
not signi�cantly change the crystal structure , but maybe slightly modi�ed the optical, physical, and
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chemical properties by forming the defect and the trap states[11]. The physical properties of the ZnO
material such as resistivity, surface morphology, photocatalytic activity, and bandgap may be changed
accordingly. The Mg 2+ can be easily incorporated into the ZnO array to increase the ZnO bandgap in a
wide range. In recent years, Mg-doped ZnO nanostructures have been shown excellent properties for
DSSC applications[12]. Thus, dopants are introduced in ZnO nanoparticles, further enhance their
electrical conductivity, photon absorption and release, due to the formation of dual-stage band
gap[13]and including metal ions such as Li, Al, Mn and Cr, Mg and rare earth elements has been easily
doped into the ZnO lattice by using this method. Each of these metal dopants possesses a unique ability
to elevate the properties of ZnO nanoparticles, it can be also seen from the literature that metal doping
into ZnO has an important effect to improve their photovoltaic parameters of ZnO based DSSCs.
However, the Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles are synthesized in the present work as they exhibit promising
photovoltaic activity for pollutants with respect to pure ZnO. On the other hand, the performance of solar
cells depends on the sensitivity. Natural dyes have several advantages compared to metal complexes
(ruthenium-based complexes) because of easy extraction with the lowest chemical procedures, large
absorption coe�cients, low cost, non-toxic, environmentally friendly, and wide availability[14]. Moreover,
synthetic dyes have been full of problems, such as complicated and low harvest. Accordingly, several
dyes extracted from natural pigments including anthocyanins, carotenoids, and chlorophylls have been
used as sensitizers in DSSC. The advantage of geoxanthine is that it allows the binding of carbonyl and
hydroxyl groups of xanthophylls on the surface of a metal oxide nanoparticle. This helps for anchoring
the dye on the surface of ZnO �lm and additionally provides easy electron transfer from the zeaxanthin
molecule to the conduction band of ZnO. Although dyes have a good photoelectric conversion e�ciency,
their long-term use in DSSCs is not sustainable because of the limited sources of ruthenium, and the high
cost associated with the production of ruthenium complex dyes [15]. Next, an electrolyte is the fourth
most important component for dye-sensitized solar cells. The properties of this electrolyte such as
conversion e�ciency and stability have a major impact on the e�ciency of solar cells. Commonly used
substances in electrolytes for dye-sensitized solar cells are KI and LI, acetonitrile. These precursors are
used to reduce the recombination of electrons in the conduction band of the semiconductor and to accept
electrons in the electrolyte through the semiconductor surface. Then, the photovoltaic �ller factor and the
conversion e�ciency increase to a higher level [16]. Finally, the counter electrode is the �fth important
component of solar cells. The carbon is coated on the opposite electrode. Graphite and platinum are
often used for this purpose. The main bene�t of carbon is that platinum is commonly used as a counter
electrode to react with the triiodide ions formed in the electrolyte by reducing the iodide ions. The
platinum counter electrode gives higher performance than other carbon. However, due to its high cost,
instability in redox electrolyte, high-temperature sintering, and lack of resources, the researchers did not
attract attention. But many carbon products used as counter electrodes show lower catalytic activity
compared to pt. This can be offset by increasing the active area of the catalyst layer using a porous
structure [17]. 

In this present work, synthesize and characterization of pure and Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles with
various concentrations of Mg contents are prepared by using the solvothermal microwave method. The
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structural, optical, thermal, and electrical properties of Mg-doped ZnO are explored. Furthermore, the
production of dye-sensitive solar cells using natural dyes based on Mg-doped ZnO at different
concentrations (2%, 4%, 6%, and 8%) using the Terminalia cattappa is being studied. In addition, the study
illustrates a correlation between the morphology of the pure and Mg-doped ZnO samples and the J-V to
clarify the reason for the increase in energy conversion e�ciency values

2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation of Mg doped ZnO nanoparticle with different concentration:

Analytical grade precursor materials like Zinc acetate dihydrate, Urea (H2NCONH2) were accustomed to
synthesis ZnO nanoparticles by solvothermal technique. Ethylene glycol [CH2OH.CH2OH] is used as a
good solvent to dissolve all substances. Four samples for this study were compiled at different
concentrations of 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8%. During this method, Zinc acetate dihydrate and urea within the 1:3
ratios were mixed and dissolved in 50 ml of ethylene glycol and thus the mixture was stirred well for
1hour using a magnetic stirrer. The mixed solution is placed in a domestic microwave oven at a
temperature of 80 °C. Microwave radiation is applied until the solvent is completely dissolved.
Furthermore, the irradiated sample is cooled to room temperature and washed at least four times in
double-distilled water and acetone to remove organic contaminants from the samples. The synthesized
nanoparticles are �ltered, dried at 60 ° C for half an hour, and placed in a mu�e furnace at 500 ° C for 2
hours to enhance the crystallization of the samples. [18,19]

2.2 Fabrication of DSSC:

The conductive glass is a �uorine-topped tin oxide (FTO) with a base resistance of 7 ohms / square
dimensions L × 25 mm W × 25 mm D × 2.2 mm sheet resistance. The glass substrates were cleaned with
a soap solution using an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes, washed with distilled water and ethanol, and
then dried. The ZnO paste was prepared by adding 3.5 gm of ZnO nanopowder, 1ml acetic acid, and 4ml
of ethanol, 5ml of distilled water, and 2 drops of Triton X-100. Then, using a magnetic stirrer, grind the
mixture for half an hour until a homogeneous paste appears. The ZnO nanoparticle �lms were prepared
by the doctor blade technique. The edges of a conducting glass (Technistro, Maharashtra) were covered
with adhesive tapes on the frame. ZnO paste rolls on an FTO glass plate using a glass rod. Films with
different thicknesses were fabricated by adjusting the concentration of the paste [20]. And the area of the
coated glass was 0.5 cm2. The ZnO-coated FTO glass plate is then dried on a 60 ° C hot plate for 20
minutes. Finally, the samples were sintered at 450°C for 30 minutes. They were cooled down up to 70°C.
The natural dye was extracted and puri�ed following the procedure reported in the literature [21]. Almond
leaves (Terminalia kattappa) are distilled, washed in water, and are then soaked in absolute ethanol at
room temperature in the dark for a day to extract the dye. The solids were �ltered out, and the �ltrates
were concentrated at 60°C for use as sensitizers. The cherry-red solution appeared within an hour. The
working electrode is soaked in almond dye solution for one day. Carbon was coated on the FTO glass
substrate as a counter electrode using a graphite pencil. The fabricated
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The working electrode and the opposite electrode are both connected together. An electrolyte solution
containing 0.8 g KI, 10 ml acetonitrile, 0.127 g I2, etc. Was prepared, and the solution was stirred for 30
min and then stored in a sealed bottle. Two drops of electrolyte solution were injected between the two
electrodes and the cell was immediately tested under a J-V measurement.

 2.3 Characterization and measurements:

The Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticle with different concentration of (2%,4%,6%, and 8%) nanoparticles was
characterized by X-ray diffractometer XPERT-PRO, Surface morphology of the prepared �lms were studied
using a scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) (EVO 18 SEM), and the elemental composition of
samples was analyzed using energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy EDAX (QUANTA – FEG 250). TEM and
SAED patterns were recorded using JEOL JEM-2100 Electron Microscope. The Fourier Transmission Infra-
Red (FTIR) spectra were recorded using NICOLETIS5 –KBR windows with AR diamond crystal plate to
analyze the functional groups of the natural dyes. The UV-Visible absorption was recorded using
(HITACHI UH 5300) and TGA curves were recorded using a TA instrument model- SDT-Q600.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements were recorded using the electrochemical
workstation at room temperature at the frequency of 100 to 106 Hz. A solar simulator was used to
simulate sunlight under one sun AM 1.5G (100 mW/cm2) illumination provided by a 300 W xenon lamp
was employed for J-V measurements

3. Results And Discussion
3.1 Structural analysis

Fig.1 shows the XRD pattern of pure ZnO and Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles of different concentrations (2,
4, 6, and 8%) of Mg. The XRD method of pure and Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles shows the comparison
with JCPDS data card number 80-0075, with the triplet sharpest peaks 31.83, 34.57, and 36.37
dominating at 2θ. These 2θ values are associated with the hexagonal wurtzite structure with
corresponding planes of (100), (002), and (101). Moreover, the triplet peak intensities (100), (002), and
(101) of pure ZnO are suppressed without any change in its phase due to the addition of higher wt% of
Mg. This is supported by the emergence of additional peaks in the directions of (102), (110), (103), (200),
(112), (201), and (202) indicating the formation of the hexagonal wurtzite structure. But there is no
various impurity peak as determined within the XRD patterns showing the single-phase formation. It was
found that the addition of Mg did not have an effect on the structure of ZnO [22]. Average crystallite size
D for ZnO nanoparticle was calculated using the Debye-Scherrer formula which is given in Eq (1).
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where K=0.89 is the Debye Scherrer constant, β is the full width at half maximum (radians), λ is the
wavelength of the X-ray sources (0.1540nm), and θ is the peak positions (radians). it was observed that
the average crystallite size calculated across 11nm, 13nm, 18 nm, and 24nm for the samples obtained at
Mg doped ZnO. The Calculation shows that the acs (particle size) increases from 11 to 24 nm with an
increase in the concentration of Mg doping and the calculation also depicts that the intensity of the XRD
peak decreases as the Mg doping concentration increases [23]. The reason behind enhancing crystalline
size due to that the  incorporation of magnesium dopants reduces the intensity of (100), (002), and (101)
planes by 8% [24]. It is observed that the peaks shift towards lower angles and the intensities of the peaks
decrease with higher Mg doping in ZnO, indicating that the dopant Mg2+ ions are substituted in the Zn2+
ions. It can be noted that the average crystallite size of the ZnO nanoparticle increases from 11 to 18 nm
with an increase of Mg content from 0% to 8%.[25].

where K=0.89 is the Debye Scherrer constant, β is the full width at half maximum (radians), λ is the
wavelength of the X-ray sources (0.1540nm), and θ is the peak positions (radians). it was observed that
the average crystallite size calculated across 11nm, 13nm, 18 nm, and 24nm for the samples obtained at
Mg doped ZnO. The Calculation shows that the acs (particle size) increases from 11 to 24 nm with an
increase in the concentration of Mg doping and the calculation also depicts that the intensity of the XRD
peak decreases as the Mg doping concentration increases [23]. The reason behind enhancing crystalline
size due to that the  incorporation of magnesium dopants reduces the intensity of (100), (002), and (101)
planes by 8% [24]. It is observed that the peaks shift towards lower angles and the intensities of the peaks
decrease with higher Mg doping in ZnO, indicating that the dopant Mg2+ ions are substituted in the Zn2+
ions. It can be noted that the average crystallite size of the ZnO nanoparticle increases from 11 to 18 nm
with an increase of Mg content from 0% to 8%.[25].

3.3.EDAX analysis

The EDAX spectrum of solvothermal synthesized Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles with different Mg
concentrations of (2,4, 6, and 8 wt%) is shown in Fig 3. The results con�rm the presence of expected
elements such as Zn, Mg, and O. In addition, all the samples have good stoichiometric properties. which
is indicates the uniform distribution of Mg inside the ZnO lattice. The table shows the atomic percentage
of Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles. Obviously, the atomic % of Mg was found to increase and the
corresponding Zn reduced considerably for 6 wt% of  Mg. This indicates the strong incorporation of Mg in
the host ZnO, which is in good accordance with our FE-SEM results. Moreover, the oxygen content is also
unstable after incorporating the Mg.

Table 1: Elemental analysis of  Mg doped ZnO at various concentrations
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wt% of Mg Atomic %

Zn O Mg

      2 58.80 40.76 0.44

     4 44.21 54.44 1.34

     6 40.08 56.82 3.10

     8 52.09 47.91 0.00

3.4 TEM analysis of Mg doped ZnO nanparrticle:

The TEM images of Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles are shown in Fig. The Mg-doped ZnO sample exhibits a
spherical-like morphology however, the encasing of ZnO with Mg is random. The inset in Fig. (a) clearly
shows the ZnO encased Mg nano spherical in shape. SAED patterns of the sample is given in Fig (b). The
SAED pattern of Mg coated ZnO nano spherical shows a continuous diffraction ring with a bright spot
indicating the crystalline nature. This analysis con�rms the single phased ZnO compound and such
results are consistent with XRD planes.

3.3 Optical studies

The absorption spectra of natural dyes extracted from Terminalia cattappa were analyzed using the UV-
Visible Spectrophotometer and shown in Figure 5. The leaves of Terminalia cattappa show the UV-visible
absorption spectrum of the dye solution extracted from ethanol as a solvent. It was found that absorption
peaks detected the presence of zeaxanthin in the range of 304nm and 364nm. The absorption edge can
be identi�ed clearly about wavelength 304 nm which is the optical transition occurs. The bandgap values
of the extracted natural dyes of almond leaves were found to be 2.32 eV using the Origin showed in �gure
6.

The UV- Visible absorption spectra of Mg-doped ZnO NPs as a function of wavelength for the range of
300 to 800 nm are shown in �gure 7. From the �gure, it is observed that the absorption peak increases
with the concentration of Mg increases and which indicates that Mg2+ ions are incorporated into the ZnO
lattice. The absorption ranges for doping concentrations of 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% are 244 nm, 248nm, 372
nm, and 378 nm, respectively. The inherent reason for increases in absorbance may be due to various
factors like particle size, oxygen de�ciency, and defects in grain structure [ 27].

The bandgap energy of the Mg-doped nanoparticles measured using the Tauc plot. It is noted that the
samples exhibit concentration dependence of bandgap. The bandgap energy decreases from 3.36eV to
1.65eV.   Therefore the bandgap energy is decreased by the increases in the absorbance and decreases in
bandgap energy con�rm the presence of Mg2+ inside the Zn2+ site of the ZnO lattice.[ 28].

3.4 FTIR analysis
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The chemical structure of the extracted natural dyes was studied using FTIR. The natural dyes want to
own speci�c functional groups in order to effectively absorb the metal-oxide materials [29]. Fig 9 shows
that the zeaxanthin dye extracted from almonds shows broad and strong peaks at 3297.87 cm-1 and due
to the presence of hydroxyl group in stretching vibration mode. The peaks at 1081.36 cm-1 and 1032.47
cm-1 represented the stretching vibrations of the C-O-C ester. C=O stretching vibration shows a peak at
1734.37 cm-1. As observed from the functional groups of zeaxanthin dye extracted from the almond
leaves. And bending of carbonate is observed at 862.58 cm-1. The functional groups con�rm the
presence of zeaxanthin in the almond dye [30]. All metal oxide nanoparticles can be found below 500 cm-
1.

3.5 Electrochemical impedance spectral (EIS) studies:

The internal resistance and charge transfer kinetics Mg-doped ZnO photoanodes in standard solar
irradiation AM 1.5 (100mW/cm-2) with 0.5 V applied bias voltage at room temperature by measuring the
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).  X and Y axis real and imaginary parts of the impedance
respectively. Figure 11 displays the obtained Nyquist plots of DSSCs fabricated in the frequency range of
100 to 106 Hz. The Nyquist plots show the impedance of the system has a semicircle. It depends on the
applied potential. The e�ciency decreases by increasing the radius of the semicircle.y. Z VIEW software
was used for impedance spectra analysis based on an equivalent circuit consisting of a series of parallel
RC circuits. The electron transfer resistance (Rpt) at counter electrode/electrolyte in the high-frequency
region, charge transfer resistance (Rct) at the photoelectrode/electrolyte interface appear in the middle
frequency region, the diffusion impedance (Zd) of the redox couple in the electrolyte, and the chemical
capacitance (Cµ) were directly obtained from the �t. And the Mg-doped ZnO at 8%,  showed a smaller
impedance compared to ZnO at 2%, the DSSCs based on 2% showed higher impedance to recombination
than the other concentrations. The smaller radius indicated faster charge recombination appeared in the
cell.

Bode plot:

In Figure 12 shows plots of phase angle changes with frequency for ZnO nanoparticles. Bode's plots are
given the electron lifetime in the ZnO conduction band. The electron lifetime  has been appraised using
the formula  for Mg-ZnO

τCB = 1/2πf      …….(2)         

where τCB - a lifetime of an electron in the CB of ZnO, f- middle of frequency peak. Lifetime values are
0.46 and 0.54 with concentrations of Mg-doped ZnO at 2% and 8%, respectively. Bode plots showed the
frequency of maximum phase angle increased with the phase angle decreasing to semiconductor value
of 45.71 ̊ and 52.23 ̊ for Mg-doped ZnO at a concentration of 2% and 8% nanoparticles 

3.6 Thermo gravimetric analysis (TG)
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The thermal properties of the precursor were determined by thermogravimetric analysis. In Figure 11, the
TG curve of the synthesized Mg-doped ZnO-NPs shows a gradual weight loss from 10- 50 °C-(19.50 mg)
due to the evaporation of water, alkaline groups, and organic compounds present in the nanoparticles
and continuous weight loss occurred between 22.4°C(16.97 mg),270.4 °C(11.69mg)and 412 °C
(10.01mg). Later, a plateau region is formed at a temperature above 450°C .which con�rmed the
formation of highly stable ZnO-NPs. In �gure 8 b the TG curve of the synthesized Mg-doped ZnO at a
concentration of 4%, the function of temperature in the range from 20 to 500°C. A gradual weight loss is
56.3°C (4.37 mg) due to the evaporation of water, alkaline groups, and organic compounds present in the
nanoparticles, and continuous weight loss occurred between 212.2 °C (2.975 mg) and 256 °C (-0.119mg).
Later, a plateau region is formed at a temperature above 400°C which con�rmed the formation of highly
stable ZnO-NPs. This is con�rmed by the weight loss observed in the temperature region 400–600°C in
the TGA curve[32] When the thermogravimetric analysis is performed, a particle is deformed by the use of
heat, which causes bonds within the molecules to be broken. The weight of the sample goes down slowly
as the reaction begins, then decreases rapidly over a comparatively narrow temperature range, and �nally
levels off as the reactants become spent. The shape of the TGA curve is primarily determined by kinetic
parameters [33].

3.7.J-V characteristic of fabricated DSSC:

Figure 12 shows the J-V curve of the DSSC-produced Mg-doped ZnO sample, placed under AM 1.5G
sunlight at 100 MW / cm2. It has been noted that the short circuit current density varies from 0.79 to 1.09
mA / cm2. For 2% of Mg-doped ZnO-based DSSC, the e�ciency is obtained at 0.39%. After 4% of Mg
doping ZnO, the e�ciency was reached 0.43%. it can be attributed to the increase of Jsc values. And also
adding 45% Mg doping ZnO-based DSSC, shows the e�ciency was 0.47%. Then the increase of 8%  Mg
doping ZnO-based DSSC, exhibit the best overall e�ciency is 0.53%. it can be seen in �gure 11, the
increase of short current density and �ll factor with increases of solar cell e�ciency. It can be seen that
the JSC value of DSSC has increased by increasing the Mg-doping level. This may be due to an increase
in Jsc values, image changes, and a decrease in intensity in the XRD data [34,35]. That is seen in FE-SEM
analysis, 2% and 4% of Mg-doped ZnO samples have large surfaces. And also adding 6% and 8 % of Mg-
doped ZnO samples have a cluster of hexagons molecules. Therefore the bandgap values of Mg-doped
ZnO of our samples increase with increases in Mg doping level. And this increase in the bandgap value
corresponds to a rise in the e�ciency of the fabricated DSSCs[36]. It absorbs the high energy of photons
on the surfaces. The Mg concentration could cause more e�cient electron transport that might also
increase the Jsc values.

The light energy to electrical energy conversion e�ciency η is calculated from the photoelectron chemical
parameters using the formula.
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where Pin denotes the energy of the incident photon.

where Imax and V max denote the maximum output value of current and voltage respectively, and Isc and
Voc denote the short circuit current and open-circuit voltage respectively.Through the result obtained is
better than the reports for DSSC fabricated with ZnO photoanodes [27-29], the e�ciency observed in this
study could be due to the synthesis of dopant and concentration variation.

Table: 2 .Photovoltaic performance of Dye Sensitized Solar cell

 Dyes Semiconductor Voc

(V)

    Jsc

(mA/cm2)

FF E�ciency Referance

N719 Mg-ZnO

0%

0.4%

0.6%

1%

(mV)

251

390

488

575

 

2.38

3.44

3.30

3.00

 

0.34

0.34

0.35

0.42

 

0.21

0.47

0.57

0.71

37

N719 Mg-ZnO

0%

2%

4%

6%

 

0.38

0.45

0.48

0.39

 

0.111

0.235

0.368

0.034

 

0.12

0.46

0.44

0.33

 

0.0054

0.05

0.08

0.00047

36

N719 Mg-ZnO

0%

2%

 

0.56

0.60

 

6.08

11.18

 

50.1

62.5

 

1.72

4.19

38

Tamarinila cattappa

 

Mg-ZnO

2%

4%

6%

8%

 

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

 

0.79

0.87

0.95

1.09

 

0.50

0.53

0.57

0.60

 

0.39

0.43

0.47

0.53
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Conclusion
Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticles have been successfully synthesized via an easy method of solvothermal
microwave irradiation techniques. The structural, morphological, optical, electrical, and thermal properties
of the synthesized samples were characterized by XRD, FRSEM, EDAX, TEM, FTIR, UV-Visible, and EIS,
TGA analysis. The average crystallite size of Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticle with different concentrations is
found to be 11nm to 24 nm with hexagonal wurtzite structure as observed from XRD results. FESEM
images exhibit the formation of hexagonal plates in the prepared samples. The EDAX analysis has
con�rmed the presence of Mg. Zn, O elements.TEM morphology shows the improvement of crystal-
shaped ZnO nanoparticles with a regular arrangement of lattice fringes in the SAED patterns. The FTIR
analysis demonstrates the con�rmation of metal oxide nanoparticles. And UV-Visible spectra determined
the band gap value using the Tauc plot method. And EIS spectra show that the semicircle of radius
decreases with the increase of conductivity. Then the thermal studies exhibit a weight loss in the given
sample. DSSC was fabricated using the prepared Mg-doped ZnO nanostructures at different
concentrations and Terminalia cattappa dye, the e�ciency observed. At concentration, 8% showed 0.53%
e�ciency and is comparatively better than the concentration of 2% due to the bandgap value decreased.
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Figure 1

XRD patterns of pure ZnO with various concentration of Mg dopants
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Figure 2

FESEM images of Mg doped ZnO nanoparticles.
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Figure 3

EDAX- elemental composition spectra of 2%,4%,6% and 8% fo Mg doped ZnO samples.
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Figure 4

a) TEM images of Mg doped ZnO at concentration2%, b) SAED pattern of Mg doped ZnO.
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Figure 5

UV-Visible absorption spectra of terminalia cattappa leaves.
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Figure 6

Band gap plot of Terminalia Cattappa leaves.
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Figure 7

UV-Visible absorption spectra of Mg-Doped ZnO nanoparticles at various concentrations of a) 2%, b)4%
,c) 6% and d) 8%.
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Figure 8

Bandgap values of Mg-doped ZnO nanoparticels at different concentration
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Figure 9

FTIR spectra of Terminalia Cattappa leaves
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Figure 10

Transmittance spectra of Mg- doped ZnO nanoparticles at various concentrations of 2%,4%,6% and 8%.
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Figure 11

Nyquist plot of solar cell at Mg- doped ZnO of 2% and 8%
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Figure 12

Bode plot of solar cells at concentration of 2% and 8%
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Figure 13

Thermogravimetric analysis of Mg doped ZnO at different concentration of 2% and8%
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Figure 14

J-V curves for the DSSCs sensitized by terminalia cattappa. leaves extracts with Mg doped ZnO at
2%,4%,6% and 8%


